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A.C. Ryan AluBox Hard
Drive Enclosure, USB 2.0 &
LAN 10/100 Combo - Black

Special Price

$29.95 was
$59.95

Product Images
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Short Description
AC Ryan AluBox is a creation born out of our renowned expertise in quality cabling and specialization in aluminum. AC Ryan
AluBox is constructed and engineered to protect and move your data - sets your data free into an external casings which you can
bring and use globally.

Description

Product Details:
AC Ryan AluBox is a creation born out of our renowned expertise in quality cabling and specialization in aluminum. AC Ryan
AluBox is constructed and engineered to protect and move your data - sets your data free into an external casings which you can
bring and use globally. AC Ryan AluBox is quality you can feel at prices you can aﬀord. AC Ryan AluBox is available in an extensive
range with various combinations of features for top performance encased in a pure, simple and elegant design.

Features
Features:
Connect to PC via USB2.0
USB2.0 480mbps / compatible with USB1.1
the simplest and fastest way to get more hard disk onto your PC / notebook
Connect to directly to network via LAN 10/100
LAN 10/100mbps
direct connection to LAN as network LANdisk
no PC required
direct access to your data anytime from any computer within your network
100% secure using NDAS technology without using IP addresses
only user granted access can see the hard disk
Combine with more harddisks!
Create 1 big hard disk with up to 8 hard disks via AluBox LAN or AluBox Duo LAN
Mount them as Mirror, Stripe / RAID 0, 1
Up to 8 hard disk can be aggregated / mirrored / striped
Combine with more Alubox LAN or AluBox Duo LAN for RAID 5 (3 to 8 HDD)
For all 3.5" IDE hard disk
use IDE hard disk
supports all 3.5" hard disk up to 10000RPM
supports all 3.5" hard disk max capacity 1024GB
True Hot Swap Plug-n-Play
Simply Plug n Play even while your system is on
1.8mm solid aluminum
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keeps hard disk cool
Ultra lightweight solid construction
shock resistance up to 90cm freefall
high quality mirror polish
sleek & slim 30mm height
Horizontal Stackable or Vertical
designed for horizontal or vertical placement
vertical placement with vertical stand
multiple box can be stacked on each other
Front Blue LED light indicates HDD activity

Specifications
Dimensions : 205 x 125 x 30mm
Weight : 545g
Package Contents:
- AluBox
- Vertical Stand
- AC to DC Power Adaptor
- AC Power Cable
- USB2.0 cable 1m
- Mounting Screws for hard disk
- User Manual
- Driver CD for Windows 98SE*
* no drivers needed for Windows Me/2000/XP
* no drivers needed for Mac OS 9.0 or above

Additional Information
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Brand

AC Ryan

SKU

ACR-HD50152-D

Weight

4.0000

Device Type

External SSD/HDD Enclosure

Special Price

$29.95
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